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"The women come and go": Sonnet
T. S. Eliot
and E. E. Cwnmings
Rai

Cycles

in

Peterson
In the final analysis, the works ofT. S. Eliot and E. E. Cummings illus-

trate, for practical purposes, the polar opposites of Modernism. Eliot's and
Cummings' satire turn Hollywood, Madison Avenue, and popular music
back upon themselves to expose their shallowness, but although both lampoon such manifestations of popular culture, they do so for different reasons. Eliot generally exposes humanity's crippling insecurity and failure to
connect interpersonally in meaningful ways, while Cummings mocks vanity even while he holds out hope that humble individuals are capable of
transcendent love. Although Eliot and Cummings were contemporaries
whose early careers overlapped almost entirely and who were often in the
same cities at the same time, their paths ran parallel along differing planes
and rarely seem to have crossed. Michael Webster summarizes the striking
similarities between the poets' backgrounds and educations in his essay
'"Goodbye Cambridge': Eliot & Cummings Go Slumming." Most notably,
both poets had strong familial connections to Unitarianism and Harvard
University, where both studied Greek and Latin classics and later became
students of Eastern Religions. Harvard and Cambridge, Massachusetts had
a significant effect on both in terms of poetic subject matter and the forms
in which each chose to compose.
Eliot, six years Cummings' senior, originally attended Harvard from
1906-09 (during the presidency of his distant relation Charles W. Eliot),
when taking a general undergraduate curriculum was still possible. Cummings went up to university in 1911, the year that A. Lawrence Lowell
assumed the presidency, and by then a system of academic majors had been
institutionalized. He studied philosophy for one year but abandoned it after
earning a gent leman 's C in the History of Ancient and Modern Philosophy.
Cummings completed an A. B. degree in 1915, graduating "magna cum
laude in Literature and especially in Greek and English" (Kennedy 80).
Cummings' freshman year on campus was Eliot's first as a graduate student in philosophy. Eliot, who professed the desire to become a poet, had
taken several literature courses at Harvard. Biographies of both poets make
it clear that the two were not friends, but, given the geographical space they .
inhabited and number of acquaintances shared in common, they surely
were aware of one another.
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The only official record of Eliot and Cummings' acquaintance at Harvard is the program for The Cambridge Social Dramatic Club' s May 1913
production of The New Lady Bantock. The Jerome K. Jerome farce inspired
comedic one-upmanship off stage between Eliot and Cummings, both of
whom purportedly had crushes on its leading lady, Amy de Gozzaldi
(Kennedy 86-87). Later, both men apparently downplayed the extent to
which he was aware of the other. But Cummings ' close friend from Harvard onward, Scofield Thayer, had attended the Milton Academy with
Eliot, and Thayer, who was three years older than Cummings, was like
Eliot, a student of philosophy at Harvard (Kennedy 80). Most certainly,
then, Eliot and Cummings knew of one another, and even more certainly,
they took similar coursework at Harvard, just not at the same time
Many plausible explanations account for the distance Eliot and Cummings professed. By temperament alone, the two were scarcely likely to
have been friends. As Webster notes, Eliot gravitated away from Unitarianism to embrace an Anglo-Catholic theology and Cummings became an
Emersonian transcendentalist with Eastern mysticism mixed in. Eliot was
priggishly at odds with human sexuality and famously dwelt upon the barrenness of his Waste Land, while Cummings embraced sexuality, often
succumbing to erotic preoccupation in his poetry and painting . By 1920
when Cummings reviewed Eliot's book Poems for The Dial, it was clear
that the two had little in common philosophically or aesthetically (Kennedy
209).
Another acquaintance the two poets probably had in common was Bliss
Perry who taught a variety of literature and philosophy courses at Harvard
from 1907 until 1930. A dashing fin de siecle Renaissance man, Perry was
an avid outdoorsman, an accomplished hunter and fisherman who also
served as editor of The Atlantic Monthly while Eliot was an undergraduate.
He was well-respected by Harvard men; Cummings' biographer Richard S.
Kennedy reports that "Perry [was] perhaps the most popular lecturer in the
College" (64). Cummings took no fewer than four courses under his tutelage, including the ill-fated survey of ancient to modem philosophy and
several literature classes. Eliot, who rejected "the ostentatious masculinity
American men felt compelled to construct" (Gordon 53), would not have
been smitten by Perry's persona as other Harvard men were, but be would
have appreciated Perry ' s brilliant . command of poetry from Sappho to
Shakespeare. Perry' s book, A Study of Poetry, displays the wit that captivated his students. He wrote that, "Whether a man is inventing a safety-pin
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or a sonnet, the series of imaginative processes seems to be much the
same" (66). A serious scholar of the sonnet form, Perry likened balancing
the thought, emotion, meter, rhyme, and economy of it to "trimming a sailboat," and he called a poorly constructed sonnet "a big red apple crowded
into the toe of a Christmas stocking" (292). He passionately communicated
his admiration for the sonnets of Marlowe , Shakespeare, and Spenser to his
students .
Perry's choice of textbook for the lyric poetry class that excited second
year literature student Cummings' imagination was Raymond Alden's English Verse, Specimens Illustrating its Principles and History (Kennedy 64 ).
Alden devotes nearly 30 pages to the sonnet and expresses admiration for
"the sonnet sequences or sonnet-cycles of English [Elizabethan] poetry,"
including Spencer's, Shakespeare's, Sidney's, Rossetti's, and "Mrs.
Browning's" (Alden 273). He recommends lesser-known sonnet cycles
composed in the last decade of the sixteenth century, such as Constable's
Diana and Daniel's Delia as well. Through his promotion of the sonnet
cycle, Alden addresses Perry's concern that the Elizabethans often attempted too much in their sonnets. Perry wrote that:
Many sonnets fail of effectiveness because the contained thought is
too scanty or too full to receive adequate expression in the fourteen
lines demanded by the traditional sonnet form. They are sometimes
only quatrain ideas, blown up big with words to fill out the fourteen
lines, or, on the contrary , as often with the Elizabethans, they are
whole odes or elegies, remorselessly packed into the fashionable
fourteen-line limit. (197-98)
The sonnet cycle offered a means for modernist poets with the desire and
ability to employ the sonnet to express the complexities of psychologicallyexamined early twentieth-century life. Perry's definition of a great sonnet
was one that could make "waves of idea, feeling and rhythmic speech ...
coincide more or less completely [to create] a union of 'emotional law'
with 'stanzaic law' "(Perry 198). In this, he said "the soul of poetry would
find its perfect embodiment" (198). Young Eliot might have rejected such
an overtly sexual notion of poetic perfection; for him, "body and soul were
enemies" in "the uncompromising dichotomy that ordered his early
years" (Gordon 34), but for his classmate Cummings the lascivious body
was the gateway to mystical experience. Judging by their early work, Eliot
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and Cummings came away from Harvard with sharply differing personal
philosophies but a similar desire to experiment with sonnet cycles.
In 1909, early in his last year at Harvard , Eliot began drafting parts of
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock." He first imagined the character
who would become Prufrock , personified as Life, as follows in these iambic tetrameter lines:
And Life, a little bald and gray,
Languid , fastidious, and bland
Waits, hat and gloves in hand ,
Punctilious of tie and suit
(Somewhat impatient of delay)
On the doorstep of the absolute .

(Gordon 44)

The summer after his college graduation, Eliot joined his mother's family
on Cape Ann, where he endured the social situations made famous in Prufrock: drinking tea in gardens , courting fashionable young ladies on sultry
evenings, wearing white flannel trousers rolled up during solitary walks
along the beach. When he left that fall for a year in Paris, he carried with
him lines of Prufrock, including, "No! I am not Prince Hamlet , nor was
meant to be," and, "It is impossible to say just what I mean" (Gordon 54).
Over the course of the next two years, Eliot worked out "The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock" that we all know well from anthologies of British and
American poetry . For this discussion , I refer to the line numbering in "The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" as printed in The Norton Anthology of
American literature. As his biographer Lyndall Gordon argues, "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is not entirely a middle-aged man's rumination
over his regrets at facing his own mediocrity ; it is also Eliot's begrudging
farewell to Boston's "restaurants with oyster shells" and the unbearable
pretension and social expectations at Massachusetts' fashionable summer
haunts. Prufrock expresses Eliot's feelings of inadequacy as a shy Midwesterner with an East-coast pedigree.
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" also demonstrates Eliot's fascination with the sonnet form and its extension through the sonnet cycle. The
poem can be read as a lyric cycle of 6-8 sonnets with 3 or 4 narrative interstices. The first fourteen lines of "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" are
a modified sonnet with an eight-rhyme scheme and ragged meter. The line
lengths range from three to six jaunty iambs rhyming : AABCCDDEFall 2011
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EFGGHH. Its first twelve lines pose the problem of our narrator who must
reluctantly take a mental journey to resolve his famously unspecified ("oh
do not ask, ' What is it?"') question . The final couplet reflects the superficiality and social indifference of most people. Eliot's misogynistic choice in
feminizing the clueless masses as women who "talk of Michelangelo" is in
keeping with his tone toward female characters throughout the poem . The
women speak of the most prodigious Renaissance sculptor , which implies
that they know who he is, but not enough about the man or his work to talk
about it. Thus, the poem begins with an idiosyncratic sonnet in which its
speaker prepares himself for a deep psychological journey that is beyond
the grasp of those superficial Modems who consume culture without understanding it. The final couplet carries an ironic comment worthy of a twentieth-century Shakespeare ; Eliot has characterized Prufrock's mind as being
like Boston ' s seedier districts which seems pathetic , but the comment suggests that a disorderly , even dirty, mind is better than a shallow , unexamined one that skates upon the surface of culture by "appreciating" it.
Although John Hakac has tried to tie the eight "yellow fog" lines thematically to the rest of the poem, most critics agree, as he notes , that the
cat-like fog passage was interpolated by Eliot from his notes for another
poem and is not an important part of the poem's narrative progress (52) .
Doubtlessly , Eliot's fog / cat imagery is memorable , evocative, and effective in setting the concurrent tones of bleakness , amorousness , and lethargy
that pervade the poem . They are thematically linked to Prufrock ' s story , but
they are minimally , at best, part of the poem ' s sonnet sequence . As an isolated eight lines, it is tempting to consider them the octave of an incomplete
Italian sonnet in a longer cycle of sonnets based upon the English or Shakespearean model. Eliot's use of consistent rhyme in "panes / panes / drains "
supports the notion that Eliot worked at making them conform to the sonnet
sequence upon which he built the poem . Without a sestet , the fog, even as it
symbolizes Prufrock's mental state, lacks any resolution .
Setting aside the fog lines as perplexing, we can see a second English
sonnet variation , starting with the line "And indeed there will be time " and
culminating with the repetition of Eliot' s rejoinder about women talking of
Michelangelo . Again, it comprises fourteen predominantly iambic lines ,
ranging in length from 7 to 11 syllables . The rhyme, ABCABDCDEFFEGG, with seven pairs of rhyming words (admitting as a near rhyme ,
"panes" and "hands") bears resemblance to the Shakespearean scheme . The
argument of this sonnet is circular. The speaker assures himself that there
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will be time for all he must examine, but the solution to his desire to procrastinate "There will be time , there will be time ," is also his problem. He
fears all he may confront before tea time if he should engage in serious self
-examination, and as if in response to his reluctance to think , the women
traipse through again, reminding him that the unexamined life is but a ruse.
The first two full sonnets in "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" end
with the couplet, "In the room the women come and go / Talking of
Michelangelo ." The poem ' s cadence is founded on intermittent rhymes and
repetitions, but only these lines are repeated exactly as paired , and both
times as the terminus of the sequence's first two Shakespearean-inspired
sonnets. Rosemary Gates argues that the early repetition of these two lines
suggests that they "act much like a refrain in the poem , echoing throughout ,
though actually occurring only twice" (558). The women talking of Michelangelo serve as a kind of chorus for the sonnet sequence in "Prufrock."
They are both the average townspeople , appearing like a Greek chorus periodically with their conventional but stilted wisdom to present a typical
overview of the problem, and a chorus in the sense of a song, where the
refrain crops up incrementally, waxing in meaning and helping to maintain
the cadence .
By mentally inserting the repeated couplet in five more places , readers
can readily see a sonnet sequence of 14 and 15 line poems , all concluding
with the endless motion and talk of the women who come and go . Line 49,
which starts, "For I have known them all already ," expresses the speaker's
reluctance to revisit the days he has already lived in meticulous ("measured _
out . .. in coffee spoons") fashion. He argues that he has been analyzed and
sized up enough by others , by their "eyes that fix you in a formulated
phrase." And yet his problem is that he knows he must again be "pinned
and wriggling on the wall," a specimen of human bug for his own scrutiny.
He asks, "How shall I presume?" at the end of an opening sestet , and repeats the question just before the standard refrain intrudes, if the reader
supplies it, after line 68.
Logically , the next sonnet would pick up after the inserted refrain and
run to another 15 line poem , this one about the speaker ' s reluctance to confront his hesitation with women and his fear of sexuality. He tries to dismiss his insistent self-questioning by saying that he has "known the arms
already, known them all." If we slice and dice the poem this way, this
"sonnet" disassembles into chaotic rhyme in the section set off by ellipses
that follows, the one about the men in shirt sleeves and the ragged pair of
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claws. However , if we honor Eliot's stanzaic breaks and start a fourth sonnet after the break at line 55 (leaving lines 49-54 out of the sonnet sequence
scheme) , "And [ have known the eyes already, known them all," we find an
intact 15-line English sonnet with the seven-rhyme

scheme of "all " /

"wall" / "shawl "; "phase " / "ways "; "pin" / "begin " ; "presume " I
"presume" ; "bare " I "hair" ; "dress " / "digress "; followed by the "go" I
"Michelangelo" of the reader-supplied refrain. This sonnet would combine
the speaker's

urge to dismiss self-examination

because

he has been

"formulated " by others and his assertion that he has already "known"
women , with the sonnet's solution beginning (as it would in an Italian sonnet) after the eighth line, when he wonders if "perfume from a dress . ..
makes me so digress ." And the superficiality of those two lines culminates
in another pass-by of the women talking of Michelangelo . The fact that
they focus attention on the long dead artist instead of the flesh and blood
Prufrock in the room adds to his misery . True incremental repetition waxes
meaning as it is repeated , and with each of Eliot ' s sonnets in this cycle ,
meaning accrues about the mysterious women who pass and re-pass , engaged in banalities .
Line 75, "And the afternoon , the evening , sleeps so peacefull y !" starts
off a string of four consecutive sonnets , each waiting for the reader to supply its final couplet. The recognition of these consecutive sonnet forms
emerging from the familiar text of "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock "
is like finding that your sequence of dependable lucky numbers has hit the
lottery. It is thrilling to see that the power of Eliot ' s poem is derived , in part
at least, from the strength of the sonnet sequence . The "Song" in Eliot ' s
title takes on new meaning , too , because a sonnet is "a little song ," and a
series of sonnets with a common refrain function like a tune to be sung.
Every line of "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock " is not encapsulated in a sonnet form , so the poem is not a traditional sonnet sequence . The
sonnets are not always set apart from one another by stanza breaks , and the
Eliot ' s unorthodox employment of a silent or reader-supplied final couplet
is innovative . The meters and rhyme schemes in Eliot's " Prufrock " sonnet s
are modernist inventions. However , like the well-known illustration that
features two faces or a vase , once a reader perceives the sonnets throughout
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock ," they stand out in black and white
relief. Lines 1-14 and 23-36 , then , are plausible sonnet forms with the final
couplet printed intact ; and lines 55-69 , 75-86 , 87-98, 99-110 comprise incomplete
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sonnets , those left open for the addition

of the chorus.
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Sonnets in sequence may be united by scheme, repetition of words,
rhymes, theme, dialogue between speakers, or narration (Greene 1170-71 ).
Eliot uses all of these methods to link together the sonnets in "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock. " For example , in addition to the obvious repetition of the stated and then implied final couplet , the individual sonnets in
the poem are chained together by repetition. The first raises the notion of an
"overwhelming question," and the second speaks of time for questioning .
The third reiterates the theme of time, with seven uses of the word "time,"
and the fourth sonnet repeats it three times more. The fragment in lines 4954 introduces the phrase "known them all" and raises the question, "So
how shall I presume?" both of which are repeated twice in the following
sonnet. Following Eliot's ellipses, the sixth English sonnet in the poem
references tea and suggests death with the metonymy "eternal footman ."
Tea is central to the seventh sonnet, and resurrection is suggested by Lazarus. Its eleventh and twelfth lines quote a female saying, "That is not what I
meant at all / That is not it, at all," and substantially the same quotation
falls in the same place in the eighth sonnet in the sequence .
The Hamlet passage , the oldest part of the poem according to Eliot 's
extant notes, does not fit the sonnet pattern, and, except for its oblique references to the passage of time, it does not repeat key words or phrases from
the lines that precede it. This suggests that Eliot's first concept of "The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" was not as a sonnet cycle, but that the
idea occurred to him during the two years he spent reworking the poem as a
method for bringing order to a text in which his speaker grapples with selfdoubt and social criticism alternately through humor and despair. The humiliation and outrage of Prufrock is far too complex a problem for a single,
14 or 15 line sonnet, but by scaffolding his poem on the sonnet sequence ,
Eliot capitalized upon the rhetorical strength of the sonnet and the lyric
sequence of the sonnet cycle to make a poem that is moving and memorable to readers, especially those familiar with the sonnet structure who
would intuit or recognize his process .
Of course we cannot attribute Eliot's and Cummings' affection for the
sonnet entirely on the influence of Harvard or the teaching of Bliss Perry;
the sonnet remains a popular form in English and Romance languages.
Eliot and Cummings ' contemporaries in the anthologies , however , such as
Wallace Stevens, William Carlos Williams, and Ezra Pound were not particularly known as sonneteers. All, however , composed long lyric poems
that grow out of traditional forms such as the villanelle or ballade . Critic
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Bernard Duffy has identified the " lyric sequence " which is the form taken
by many long modernist poems , and he traces it back to the lyric ode . The
modernist sequence is not a static form, but a mode evolving from Walt
Whitman's Song of Myself. Duffy calls the lyric sequence an "analogy of
the sonnet sequence " (Duffy 1086) , and M . L. Rosenthal and Sally M . Gall
cite Pound ' s cantos as a prime example of the modernist sequence. They
argue that:
the Modern sequence goes many-sidedly into who and where we
are subjectively ; it springs from the same pressures on sensibility
that have caused our poets to experiment with short forms . It, too ,
is a response to the lyrical possibilities of language opened up by
those pressures in times of cultural and psychological crisis, when
all past certainties have been thrown chaotically

into question .

(308)
Rosenthal and Gall seem to be describing Eliot's situation in composing
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock ." Eliot was crafting a lyrical sequence to deal with a cultural and psychological crisis . The Modern sequence also readily describes Cummings ' sonnets , especially those in his
first three books , all published in the aftermath of his World War I experience- where all past certainties had been thrown into question . Nearly one
third of E. E. Cummings ' published poems are sonnets , and in Tulips and

Chimneys (1923) , XLI Poems (1925) , and & [AND] (1925) , his sonnets are
set aside in their own sections , providing readers with an invitation to test
those

passages

against

traditional

sonnet

cycle

conventions .

Sections from any of Cummings' first three published poetry books
(drawn most!y from his first poetry manuscript , which he titled "Tulips &
Chimneys ") would stand the scrutiny of being compared with the sonnet
cycle , yet perhaps it makes the most sense to look closely at the two sonnet
sections in & [AND] because of the editorial control Cumming s had over
that volume. After Thomas Seltzer removed the more startling or objectionable poems from Cummings ' "Tulips & Chimneys" manuscript and replaced its title's ampersand with the word "and ," Lincoln MacVeagh made
delicate selections from Seltzer's leavings for a Dial Press collection . This
left unpublished the most shocking and erotic poems from Cummings' first
sequences of sonnets , but they comprised a manuscript to which no sane
publisher would lend his imprimatur . Therefore , Cummings approached his
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friend S. A. Jacobs, a printer, about bringing those poems out privately,
which he did in 1922 (Kennedy 252).
In the books primarily composed from Cummings' original "Tulips &
Chimneys" manuscripts, the poet draws attention to his use of the sonnet
form by segregating those poems into sections of the book with subtitles
that begin with the word "Sonnet" (e.g. "Sonnets-Realities").
The sonnet
sequences in Tulips and Chimneys, which were each about half a dozen
poems long (similar in length to "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock"),
were named "Realities," "Unrealities," and "Actualities." Those in &
[AND] are much longer, containing roughly four times as many poems as
those in the Seltzer-edited book, and are called "Realities" and
"Actualities," reflecting their placement in Cummings' original manuscript
for his first book of poems. All of these poems are indisputably modem
sonnets; they each consist of 14 lines and follow unorthodox rhyme
schemes. Of the 46 sonnets in & [AND], nearly three-fourths use a 7-rhyme
scheme (like Shakespearean), half a dozen are built around the 5-rhyme
scheme (like Petrarchan or Spenserian), and the remaining 7 represent a
compromise with six rhymes, such as in "whereas by dark really
released,the modem," which rhymes ABBACBCBDEFEFD.
With the exception of the now often anthologized "i like my body when
it is with your," which closes the book, the sonnets in & [AND] have received little critical attention. Philip L. Gerber surmises that, in order to
evade censorship of his privately published poems, Cummings resorted to
"elliptical writing in which images might be disguised by circumlocutory
language, including euphemisms and puns, as well as by spatial arrangement
[and] by disguising verboten words under protective coloring of various
sorts" so that "a mediocre mind poring over print with an eye for only the
obviously salacious" would not understand the text ( 186). The obscurity of
Cummings' erotic sonnets is not a serious impediment to reading them. To
the initiated reader, the vulgar sexuality of the sonnets in & is readily apparent. Most likely they have been ignored critically because of their objectionable subject matter, not their delicate treatment of it.
Dictionaries are of little help in distinguishing how "reality" differs
from "actuality" or how these titles separate the frrst set of sonnets in the
book from the second; in fact many popular reference books list "the state
of being actual or real" as interchangeable definitions. Context demonstrates, however, that Cummings thought of "reality" as something coarser
and more base than "actuality." The poems in "Sonnets-Realities"
are the
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grittiest of Cummings' published work, except perhaps his poem "the boys
i mean are not refined," inserted in holograph manuscript form in ten copies of his 1935 self-published volume No Thanks. Basically , the 22 poems
that comprise the "Realities " sonnet cycle in & [AND] concern prostitutes
and gangster molls and the abuse and violence endured by them . They are
poems drawn from Cummings ' bachelor life in Manhattan and Paris . In
them, we meet " ladies firmly lewd" (CP 138). [The page numbers given are
from the older version of Cummings ' Compl ete Poems which reprints &
[AND] as it was published in 1925.] Cummings offers marginally metaphoric descriptions of copulation , including "My gorgeous bullet in tickling
intuitive flight / aches,just,simply,into ,her" (CP 130) and "feeling the
belly' s merry thrust /Boost my huge passion like a business / and the Y her
legs panting as they press / proffers its omelet of fluffly lust" (CP 132).
Most troubling about this sonnet cycle is not its frank representations of
sexual intercourse but the attitude it exhibits toward most of the women
portrayed; they appear as ugly, unclean, stupid vessels the speaker can fill
"with girls and boys ... for two / dollars" (CP 148). As Gerber points out ,
Cummings ' frequent use of forms of the word "whole" in these poems is a
pun on the homonym "hole," which is a crude reference to the vagina
(Gerber 187). Many readers of the sonnets in & [AND] probably have
wished that Cummings had learned to trust his editors and never published
them, but if read as a sonnet cycle, their theme redeems them- somewhat.
Demonstrating that the lewd poems in & [AND] comprise a sonnet cycle that follows a loose narrative will not elevate them into high art, but it
does show that they are more than dirty word portraits , hastily assembled
and badly printed like a pack of pornographic photos sold on the street.
Lacking the over-arching narrative that holds together "The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock," it is necessary to reveal narrative or thematic progression in Cummings ' sonnet cycles in & [AND] to prove they are a viable ,
valuable sonnet cycle. The " Sonnets - Realities " section consists
of twenty-two 14 line poems that are generally graphic in their details of
the "bloodbeat" (CP 135), "grip Hips" (CP 136), "giggled .. . grunting" (CP 137), "moist mistake" (CP 148) of impersonal sexual encounters.
The two dozen that follow in "Sonnets- Actualities" are also generally
concerned with sex, but of the "cool treasures of silence" (CP 156), the "i
love you" (CP 157), the jealousy (CP 161), the "memories " (CP 164), and
"marriage" (CP 167) of a committed relationship.
The sonnet cycle in & [AND] tells the story of a first person narrator
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who broadcasts his wild oats in physically gratifying sexual acts with
women he finds unattractive or at best "hard" and "good for sleeping" (CP
147). No matter how breathtaking a streetwalker appears at night, nor how
poetic the speaker waxes in sexual delirium, the morning finds him alone
with "the poetic carcass of a girl" (CP 139). The girl is not dead, but she
appears as a carcass, picked clean of the poetic images he saw in her the
night before. The narrator ' s hard-knock existence among prostitutes and in
bars brings him into contact with many prostitutes such as:
....Cecile,the oval shove
of hiding pleasure. Alice,stinging quips
of flesh. Loretta, cut the comedy
kid....
Fran Mag Glad Dorothy

(CP 138)

and their johns and the gangsters who control them. The violent section of
"Sonnets- Realities" ends with the revelation that life itself is like a risky,
rough-and-tumble encounter with a prostitute in the sonnet "life boosts
herself rapidly at me" (CP 151). Although the disreputable women in the
first 21 sonnets of the cycle fail to fulfill the speaker, he realizes that life
itself is a hooker urging him to take a chance.
Readers familiar with Cummings' diction will understand immediately
that "Sonnets- Actualities" is more hopeful than "Sonnets- Realities"
when they find that the word "spring" occurs just once in the first section
and seven times in the second (McBride 725). "April" is used only in the
second section, and forms of the word "love" occur twice as often there as
in the first (McBride 447-52). As in Eliot' s sonnet cycle, repetition of
words and images often chain successive sonnets together. The first three
of Cummings' sonnets in & [AND] frequently repeat the word "kiss," and
the third and fourth mention clocks. Among other such repetitions, the
word "jazz " links the eleventh and twelfth entries. In the second part of the
sonnet cycle, the first poem mentions the speaker' s corpse, and the second
muses on his lover's eventual death. The third and fourth refer to trees,
while the fourth mentions the moon, and the fifth is set at night. The final,
happiest poems in the series are set in spring.
Sex and death are synonymous in the first set of sonnets. In "an amiable
putrescence carpenters," once the rush of lust is "all over,kid," the speaker
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hears a dripping tap like "water the lips of death" (CP 136). The next poem
in the sequence , "her careful distinct sex whose sharp lips comb" presents
orgasm in its familiar cliche as a little death when the speaker sees the face
of his sexual partner framed by her hair at the climatic moment as "a hoop
of grim ecstasy " (CP 137). Ln the first set of poems , sex is inevitable but
ultimately joyless , like death. The speaker ' s grim need for sexual gratification with prostitutes is like death stalking them both. Jn the second set of
sonnets , "Actualities ," the speaker worries about death as an entity separate
from sexual acts. He finds it hard to believe that the beautiful woman beside him will ever die in the sonnet "it is funny, you will be dead some
day" and comforts her with the thought that she will prefer the intimate
invasion of her body by the rain and the "Wind " more than she enjoys
" lustfulhunched deeplytoplay" intercourse with him (CP 153). In the sonnet " if i should sleep with a lady called death ," the speaker seems to encourage his lover to find " another man with firmer lips / to take your new
mouth in his teeth (hips pumping pleasure into hips) ," but ends by
jealously warning that if she should take another lover he will exact revenge upon her soul (CP 16 I).
In "Sonnets - Actualities ," the speaker seems to be "self-actualized ," to
have discovered himself and found that sex is better with a woman who
loves him. He speaks in the past tense of having made love to the same
woman before , of having "stood with [her] as a foal / stands but as the
trees , lay, which grow" (CP 154). This suggests that he has matured in his
relationship with this woman , and that he wants to continue to grow beside
her. He asks the woman of the second set of sonnets to marry him, saying ,"let's live suddenly without thinking / under honest trees , a stream I
does" although he admits that " I occasionally feel vague / how vague I
don't know tenuous " (CP 169). He says he will " leave the bed agrin with I
memories " (CP 164) and begs her to "stay with me slightly. or until / with
neat obscure obvious hands / Time stuff the sincere stomach of each mill /
of the ingenious gods" (CP 165). This sounds like a proposal , accompanied
by its usual insecurity , and a final wish to be together until time or death do
them part. When the woman of the second set of poems is away , the
speaker talks of missing her, imagining her presence in the series of sonnets
beginning with "- G ON splashes-sink " (CP 169) and ending in "when
you went away it was morning" (CP 172). The series ends in spring with
the return of the beloved and concludes with the uplifting " i like my body
when it is with your / body. It is so quite new a thing," but ends on the omi-
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nous note that perhaps the speaker is happy with the woman because he has
not yet had time to grow tired of her (CP 175).

It would be a stretch to argue that the sonnet cycle in Cummings ' book
& [AND] promotes a moral progression from prostitution to marriage . But
it does chronicle the actions of one man from disappointed consumer of
meaningless sex to happy man with a constant mistress. The attitudes expressed in the sonnet cycle are misogynistic, even in the end as the speaker
suggests that he might tire of his current lover, in spite of her beauty, intelligence, faithfulness , and willingness to fulfill his sexual desires . The sonnet cycle in & [AND] is not an ideal, didactic moral lesson, but rather the
candid diary of its speaker ' s sexual exploits, culminating in the happiness
he finds in a committed relationship.
Both Eliot's and Cummings' early sonnet cycles concern courtship,
which is not surprising since they were written by young men graduated
from Harvard with Master's degrees and immediately exposed to the horrors of war, at last intent upon making their way in the world. Both poets
scorn popular morality and wrestle with coming of age, Eliot behind a predictably self-effacing demeanor, and Cummings bragging about dubious
sexploits and swaggering over his impossibly happy relationship with
Elaine Orr. Each presents his alter-ego, Prufrock and "i" as singular men
who represent modernist, post-war angst. Employing the sonnet cycle is a
way for both men to ease unpoetic subject matter into the mainstream. Eliot
could obscure the skeleton of his lyric sequence through silent repetition
because "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is a decent exploration of
the fears of a man and his age, but Cummings needed to draw attention to
his use of the sonnet cycle by naming and numbering his poems as sequential sonnets to demonstrate that they were the product of a learned, if irreverent, mind. Although the point often goes unnoticed, both of Harvard's
preeminent, classically-trained Modernists were recommending the ancient
sonnet cycle as a fine structure for contemporary poetry.
- Ball State University
rai@bsu.edu
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